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CONDITION TO OBTAIN AN INTERNSHIP 

 
1. The candidate must show a basic French Speaking level for communication purpose 

to be accepted in the internship. 
 

2. The candidate must do an active research beforehand to select the company for 
internship. (Visit several shops, researching on internet, do some tasting etc) 

 
3. The final choice (written on the dedicated sheet) shall be given to the teacher 

maximum 4 weeks before the end of the school training. Once done, no changes 
concerning the commencing date or location would be possible. Internship will only 
start when the school training is completed. 

 
4. Internship in hotels are not possible. 

 
5. If you decide to leave your internship before the end of your contract date, you will 

need to provide a letter of resignation to the company as well as Bellouet Conseil 
School to explain the reasons. 

 
6. Once the internship training completed, a feedback would be appreciated from the 

candidate. 
 

7. The internship trainings will be accepted or refused depending on the candidate 
behavior at the school, for example; being 3 times late without proper excuse, clear 
lack of motivation, unacceptable use of smartphone during school sessions. 

 
8. During the internship training, the candidate will follow the company’s authority and 

internal rules. Bellouet Conseil School can not interfere in the company’s decision 
making. 
 

9. The candidates will show at all time a very professional attitude as he/she represents 
Bellouet Conseil School. 

 
10. In the event of failure of one of the rules mentioned above, the internship will be 

canceled. 
 

11. Bellouet Conseil certificate will be given at the school to the candidate after internship 
completion.  

 
I declare that I have read and accept the above conditions. 
 
 
Candidate Name : 
 
Date :    
 
       Signature 
 
  


